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Appendix

Private Armies, 
Captive People
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

The following is reprinted from EIR, March 24, 2006.

March 21, 2006

In 2001 the Cheney-directed government of President 
George W. Bush, Jr., seized the opportunity created by 
the terrifying moment of the September 11th destruc-
tion of the World Trade Center buildings, to push 
through an attempted copy of the form of dictatorship 
which was given to the Adolf Hitler regime through 
Hermann Göring’s organization of the burning of the 
German parliament, the Reichstag. The attempt was led 
by Vice-President Dick Cheney, on the same evening as 
that attack, to introduce forms of dictatorship which 
had been prepared in advance of that terrifying inci-
dent. These measures did not date from the January 
2001 inauguration of George W. Bush, Jr., as President. 
This represented measures already underway in 1991, 
from the office of then Secretary of Defense Dick 
Cheney, under President George H.W. Bush.

Cheney was not fully successful in the proposals 
presented on the evening of September 11, 2001. Al-
though important elements of the prepared plan for dic-
tatorship were not pushed through at that time, impor-
tant steps in the direction of tyranny were pushed 
through in the Patriot Act and related measures. Since 
that time, there has been resistance to such measures, 
from among leading Republicans as also Democrats; 
but, the corrosion of human Constitutional rights has 
been continued, step by step, on and on.

Briefly, as Jeffrey Steinberg presents these facts in 
the accompanying report, Cheney used his earlier posi-
tion as Secretary of Defense under President George 
H.W. Bush, to push through legislation which represented 
the first of a still continuing series of attempts to take the 
control of the military and intelligence services out of 
the hands of government, and transfer these functions 
and powers to private corporations, as is merely typified 

by the cases of Halliburton and Bechtel, then as now.
After leaving the office of Secretary of Defense, in 

1993, Cheney walked over to take the leadership of Hal-
liburton. Later, Bechtel-linked George P. Shultz, formed 
the team which was to become the Bush-Cheney gov-
ernment of 2001-2006. Cheney appointed himself Vice-
President of the George W. Bush, Jr. government, and 
controller of virtual puppet-President George W. Bush, 
Jr. Cheney and long-standing Cheney crony Donald Rums-
feld, as Secretary of Defense, conducted the wars which 
Cheney’s lies had launched. More, and more, and more of 
the powers of the U.S. military and military-related intel-
ligence functions, were handed over to private enter-
prises of Halliburton, Bechtel, and their high-priced cro-
nies, while the actual U.S. military and its regular 
intelligence services, were gutted almost into ruins today.

Yes, this is a case of massive financial corruption 
orchestrated by the Bush-Cheney Administration; but, 
there are worse kinds of corruption than merely stealing 
from the public. The use of such privatized powers for 
torture, murder, and fostering of what had been previ-
ously adjudged to be wholesale crimes against human-
ity; crimes akin to those of the Nazi and Pinochet re-
gimes, are worse. Those are the crimes whose spoor 
leads to the doors of not only the current Bush-Cheney 
regime, but to the office of the Cheney of 1989-1993.

The image with which these Cheney-linked devel-
opments confront us today, is that of a system of “world 
government” (so-called “globalization”), in which pri-
vate armies and private secret-police forces, all em-
ployed by private financial consortia in the image of 
Halliburton and Bechtel, operate a new form of world 
dictatorship, killing any persons or groups of persons 
who are disliked, and enforcing arbitrary laws crafted 
by private financial interests’ bureaucrats, just as the 
Nazis intended to set up a global system of international 
Waffen-SS rule, had Hitler won World War II.

No one who claims to be both intelligent and well-
informed has the moral right to pretend that this is not 
precisely the kind of threat which the cabal behind 
Cheney and his and his wife’s London accomplices rep-
resents. Globalization, a form of world-wide elimination 
of the sovereign nation-state which is already far ad-
vanced, is a process of transfer of the power of sovereign 
nations to global syndicates of giant blobs of private fi-
nancier interests, such as those typified by the globally 
predatory system of hedge-funds today. Today, hedge-
funds composed of consortia representing world-wide 
assortments of private financier interest, are gobbling 
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up, and often obliterating entire national private indus-
tries and public investments, from around the world.

Synarchist Financiers
The ideological hard-core of this is traced to figures 

such as the same, notorious Alexander Helphand 
“Parvus” who indoctrinated his dupe Leon Trotsky in 
the Synarchist (e.g., anarcho-syndicalist) doctrine of 
“Permanent War, Permanent Revolution.” You could 
also look up the facts concerning Trotsky’s doctrine of 
“Neither Peace Nor War” at Brest-Litovsk. This influ-
ence of Parvus over Trotsky was the genesis of the 
Trotskyist neo-conservatives associated with the circles 
of Carl Schmitt protégé Professor Leo Strauss of the 
University of Chicago and the doctrine of those follow-
ers of the Carl Schmitt dogma of Thrasymachus associ-
ated with the present-day U.S.A.’s Federalist Society.

The modern notion of financier-ruled world empire, 
takes its origins in the role of the Martinist freemasonic 
cult of Count Joseph de Maistre, which orchestrated the 
French Revolution through the hoax of the 1785 affair 
of the Queen’s Necklace, the July 1789 Siege of the 
Bastille, the Danton and Marat regimes, the Jacobin 
Terror, and the reconstruction of the personality of Ja-
cobin Napoleon Bonaparte, a Robespierre asset, into 
the “Roman Imperial” image of Napoleon Bonaparte. 
This Thrasymachus-like image of Napoleon as emperor 
was the model of G.W.F. Hegel’s theory of the state, for 
the pre-fascist Romantic school of law of Hegel and his 
Berlin University crony Savigny, and such outgrowths 

of that as the modern fascist 
doctrines of Nazi Crown-Ju-
rist Carl Schmitt.

All of these systems are 
outgrowths of what was 
known as the oligarchical 
form of empire of pre-Ro-
man Mesopotamia, the failed 
imperialism of Thrasyma-
chus, of the Roman Empire, 
the Byzantine Empire 
launched by Diocletian, and 
the medieval system based 
on the alliance of Venice’s fi-
nancier oligarchy and the 
Norman chivalry. Since the 
medieval Crusader partner-
ship of Venice and the 
Norman chivalry, all Europe-

based empires of note have been primarily Roman-
esque empires of a financier-oligarchical power, such 
as the British East India Company’s system of rule 
during the late Eighteenth and early Nineteenth Centu-
ries, empires modeled on the design proposed by that 
lackey of Britain’s Lord Shelburne, Gibbon.

The financial system of the British since 1763 to the 
present day, has been an Anglo-Dutch Liberal variant, 
based on the Venetian financier-oligarchical model, en-
cased within an intent to establish a permanent imperial 
order to succeed where Rome had fallen.

The creation of the Synarchist organization in Nine-
teenth-Century France defined the model usually 
chosen from among leading private financier interests 
for any attempt to establish a world imperial rule based 
on the combination of the Venetian financier-oligarchi-
cal and Roman models. The name for that form of in-
tended imperialism today, is “globalization.”

The intention is to create a world system, in which 
large financier syndicates, which exert greater power 
than any national government, actually rule the world 
instead of governments. The intention is to break the 
power of governments by degrees, and then use the first 
general financial collapse brought about by the current 
policies of the financier oligarchy itself, to establish a 
financial creditors’ imperial rule over technically bank-
rupt nations and their governments. This imperial 
system is called “globalization.”

That is the immediate threat to civilized forms of 
life, inside the U.S., and around the world, today.

EIRNS/Stuart Lewis

Felix Rohatyn and Donald Rumsfeld, along with George Shultz and Dick Cheney, form the core 
of the grouping that has been handing more and more of the powers of the U.S. military and 
military-intelligence functions, over to private companies—run by themselves and their cronies.
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The most powerful potential enemy of globalization 
is patriotism. If nations retain the power to govern, and 
to make laws according to the universal Christian and 
similar principle of protection of the general welfare, 
the power of usury is helpless in the face of justice ac-
cording to natural law. Therefore, since a threatened na-
tion’s people will act to defend their rights under such 
circumstances, the instruments of physical power of the 
sovereign state are the most efficiently deadly foe of 
any attempted, imperialistic financier-oligarchical in-
solence. So, what Cheney has been doing, first as Sec-
retary of Defense, then since 2001, and still today, has 
been to work to take the power of government away 
from the nation-state, and transfer that power to shoot 
to financier interests owned and used by the imperialist 
financier class. What Cheney has done to that effect, is 
therefore far worse than treason.

Rid ourselves of his position in government, ur-
gently, now, while you still may, and restore the mili-
tary, intelligence, and police functions of the nation 
back into the hands of constitutional government. Re-
verse immediately all legislation and other actions 
which perpetuate what is the intrinsic corruption asso-
ciated with the legacy of the functional relations among 
Cheney, Rumsfeld, George Pratt Shultz, Halliburton, 
and Bechtel.

Threat to National Security

Rohatyn, Shultz, Cheney 
‘Privatization’ Scheme
by Jeffrey Steinberg

This article orginally appeared in the March 24, 2006 
EIR under the headline: “Rohatyn, Shultz, Cheney ‘Pri-
vatization’ Scheme To Wreck U.S. National Security.”

On Oct. 9, 2004, two leading American figures in the 
International Synarchy, George Shultz and Felix Ro-
hatyn, teamed up in an assault upon the national sover-
eignty and national security of the United States. Under 
the auspices of George P. Shultz’s Princeton Project on 
National Security, the Rohatyn Center for International 
Affairs at Middlebury College, and the Woodrow 

Wilson School of Public and International Affairs at 
Princeton University, jointly sponsored a conference 
promoting “The Privatization of National Security,” at 
the Middlebury College campus in Vermont. The con-
ference brought together a dozen or so academics, 
former government officials, and retired military offi-
cers to chart out the vast expansion of the privatization 
of military functions, through PMCs—private military 
companies.

According to the Rohatyn Center’s annual report of 
2004-05, Shultz is the co-chairman of the Princeton 
Project, which is funded by the Ford Foundation, and 
“aims to move beyond the . . . standard ways of thinking 
about national security.” Translated into plain English, 
Shultz and Rohatyn are leading the drive to eliminate 
the sovereign nation-state, by outsourcing to private 
multinational corporations, virtually all national secu-
rity and military functions, including all non-combat 
and some core combat functions of the military itself.

In line with the Shultz-Rohatyn scheme—and under 
the umbrella of “privatization”—the so-called Global 
War on Terrorism (GWOT) of Secretary of Defense 
Donald Rumsfeld, former Deputy Secretary of Defense 
Paul Wolfowitz (now president of the World Bank), and 
Undersecretary of Defense for Intelligence Stephen 
Cambone, has already transformed segments of the 
U.S. military into a carbon-copy of Hitler’s Allgemeine 
SS, deploying quasi-private bands of commandos 
around the globe with a license to kill, and engaging in 
a massive spying campaign against American citizens, 
far beyond anything Richard Nixon envisioned in his 
most paranoid moments.

According to one well-placed U.S. military source, 
Rumsfeld has recently radically altered the personnel 
regulations of the Special Operations Command, al-
lowing Green Berets, Navy Seals, Delta Force com-
mandos, and other “spec ops” troops, to “temporarily” 
retire from the military service, go to work for private 
contractors, and later return to active duty—with no 
loss of rank or service time. If this report is true, Rums-
feld has smashed the wall of separation between active-
duty special forces soldiers on the one side, and merce-
naries and terrorists on the other.

Neo-Feudalism
The general theme of the Rohatyn-hosted confer-

ence was summed up by Peter Feaver, the director of 
the Triangle Institute for Security Studies at Duke Uni-
versity, who gushed, “In fact, what we’re seeing is a 


